About

The UC San Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy (GPS) addresses the crucial societal challenges of the 21st century. The School's pioneering research builds on internationally recognized expertise of the Americas and Asia, integrates analysis of public policy and markets, and explores global issues of conflict and cooperation.
Leveraging our West Coast location and UC San Diego’s renowned programs in science and technology, GPS develops new analytic tools with real-world applications, while rigorously training the next generation of global leaders. Through collaborations across campus and counterparts around the globe, GPS shapes cutting-edge solutions for a transforming world.

**Stay in the Know! GPS Launches News Site**

We are pleased to announce the launch of the official news website for GPS, gpsnews.ucsd.edu. The new site is specially designed to tell the remarkable stories coming out of GPS, as our faculty, students and alumni seek to change the world for the better. Learn about the current research underway and see what life looks like at GPS today.

The site was created with a modern, sleek design, easy sharing and extensive search capabilities. In addition to reading the latest stories, you can search the archive and filter by keywords, categories and more. This new site also allows you to easily print, email and share stories across social media platforms, allowing us better connect with each other.